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If Present Tax Support Continues

Renne Says ‘Third Rate’ Education May Be in Sight
R. R. Renne, president of Mon
tana State College, said here Sun
day that he fears the possibility
of “third rate” educations for stu
dents in Montana institutions of
higher learning if the present kind
of tax support is continued.
Speaking at the final session
of the Farm-Labor Institute at
the University, Renne said that
while the average raise in taxes

this year for support of educa
tion throughout the nation has
been 23 per cent, Montana’s tax
support has been reduced 10 per
cent.
In the past decade, he said, Mon
tana has increased its university
appropriation by 28 per cent, as
compared with a 66 per cent incerase in other comparable west
ern land-grant institutions.

The MSC president; cited one of
many examples where legislative
cutbacks. have affected the Mon
tana university system. He said
that “ irreparable damage” had
been done to the MSC Experiment
Station because staff members
who were released found com
parable positions in other states
with higher pay. In general, he
said, Montana provides $216 less

per student than the average
amount provided by other states
for their land-grant institutions.
Renne concluded that possibly
Montana “ will have to cut back
some of its university services.”
He said that he was reluctant
to suggest any institution be closed,
but he believes that the state
might be forced to turn some of its
colleges into two-year institutions.

He asked: “Can we afford to
maintain six graduate schools in
this state? Can we afford to train
secondary teachers in more than
two or three units?”
Renne said he feels that these
questions can be answered only
when it becomes clear how much
Montana is willing to pay for
higher education.
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Grill Will Operate
During Vacation
The Lodge Grill will have a
limited meal service for students
remaining at the University dur
ing the Thanksgiving vacation.
All meals will be served in the
Grill from breakfast on Wednes
day, Nov. 22 till dinner on Sun
day, Nov. 26. The grill will close
nightly at 7 p.m.
Meal passes wil not be honored
from breakfast, Wednesday Nov.
22 until breakfast, Monday, Nov.
27.
Meal hours during the holidays
will be as follows:
Thursday, Nov. 23:
Brunch: 9 a.m.— noon.
Buffet Dinner: 5 pjn.-6 p.m.
Friday and Saturday, Nov. 24 and
25:
Breakfast: 9 a.m.-10 pan.
Luncheon: noon-1 p.m.
Dinner: 5 p.m.-6 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 26:
Breakfast: 9 a.m.-lO a.m.
Dinner: 1 p.m.-2 p.m.
A la Carte to 7 p.m.
BRIDGE LESSON NOV. 30
WILL BE LAST OF QUARTER

SEW, SEW, SEW YOUR COAT— Ann Wolhowe, president of Spurs
mends the coat of Ron Randall to gather money in the Spur auction
in Craig Hall Saturday morning. Spurs made $48. (Photo by Keith
Nichols, Jr.)

The last bridge lesson of the
quarter is scheduled for Nov. 30,
according to Dave Rianda, direc
tor of Student Union Activities.
Lessons will be resumed Jan.
4 at 7:30 pm . in the Silver Bow
Room of the Lodge.

Registration Fees Due Jan. 2
Registration fees for winter quarter must be paid in
full at registration on Jan. 2, according to Robert T. Pantzer,
financial vice president.
“The purpose of this policy is to speed up registration
procedures,” he said. “Discussion between members of the
business office and students about special problems during
registration creates a bottleneck in the fee payment lines and
causes delay for students who are prepared to go through the
registration lines without special problems,” he explained.
Pantzer said that any students unable to complete pay
ment of fees on Jan. 2, should do so on Jan. 3, at the business
office in Main Hall.

Calling U . . .
Hellgate Ski Club, 8 p.m., St.
Pat’s Nursing Home auditorium.
Ski auction and moive.
Sigma Delta Chi, noon, Terri
torial Room 4.

12 Pages Today
Today, for the first tim e
in several years, your Mon
tana Kaim in contains 12
pages. The paper is in two
sections, pages 1 to 8 and 9
to 12. Be sure you have both
sections.

On Dealings with Communists

Kennedy, Adenauer Begin Series o f Talks
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presi
dent Kennedy and West German
Chancelor Konrad Adenauer dug
into their common problems yes
terday in the first of a series of
talks aimed at unity in the expec
ted negotiations with Russia.
For an hour and 45 minutes the
two government heads met face
to face and privately—with only
two interpreters present—as they
explored their sometimes diverg
ing views on how to deal with the
Communists.
Then for 15 more minutes they
examined the problem of West
Berlin and other danger spots
with their top governmental ad
visers.
Immediately after the chancellor
eft the White House this joint
statement was read to reporters
jy Pierre Salinger, Kennedy’s
press secretary: “ The two leaders
■eviewed the current situation in
3erlin and Germany and current
'elations between the two counxies. The talks will continue tonorrow morning.”
Adenauer was accompanied by
Kennedy as he emerged from the
inference room. There was a
aint smile on the chancellor’s
ace — 311 unusual phenomenon,
or he is known for his serious
nien.
Kennedy, on the other hand,
vas unsmiling when he accom

Drive
Safely

panied his guest to the waiting
limousine. There, the two shook
hands and Kennedy said: “ See you
again tomororw.”
The President then went back
into the White House without
speaking to reporters.
The President and the chancel
lor are meeting again at 11 a.m.
today.

U.S. Plane Fires
On Three Houses
TOKYO (A P )—A U.S. Air Force
jet on a practice run accidentally
shot three shells that hit three
homes in a small village north of
Tokyo yesterday, the Air Force
said. No one was hurt.
A spokesman said the shots
were part of a burst of 16 that
went off accidentally from a gun
attached to the B57 plane.
The accident was at Nakaminato
village in Ibaraki prefecture, 60
miles north of Tokyo, The pilot
was not identified.

Thirteen Arrested
During Picketing
ANNAPOLIS, Md. (A P )—Thir
teen persons arrested during wide
spread picketing of restaurants
which refuses to serve Negroes

went on hunger strike In advance
of their scheduled appearance in
court today.
The six whites and seven Ne
groes were among a group of more
than 400 who picketed some 100
restaurants in Baltimore and An
napolis Saturday. They were
picked up on trespass charges and
taken to Anne Arundel County
jail after Antoinette’s restaurant
in Annapolis refused to serve
them.
About 125 persons participating
in the campaign traveled from
Baltimore to Annapolis Saturday
night and picketed at the jail and
in front of Gov. Millard Tawes’
residence.

Algerian Rebels
End Food Strike
PARIS (A P )— Mohammed Ben
Bella and three other Algerian
rebel leaders agreed yesterday to
end their 20-day hunger strike,
the French Ministry of Justice an
nounced.
There was no immediate an
nouncement on the terms which
brought an end to the fast. The
strike was called in an effort to
force the French to free the Ben
Bella group so they could take
part in future French-Algerian
peace talks.

Ben Bella, vice premier of the
Algerian government in exile, and
two rebel ministers are being held
in a hospital at Garches.
Two other ministers are in the
hospital ward at Fresnes prison
near here.
S lip r P T llP
-U

C oU I*t

Reviews ‘Hearing’
WASHINGTON (A P) — T h e
Supreme Court agreed yesterday
to review a case involving use of
an eavesdropping device concealed
in a prison room used for con
ferences between prisoners, their
attorneys and friends.
The appeal was filed by Har
ry Lanza, who was sentenced to
a year in jail for refusing to testi
fy about conversations he had in
the room in the Eastview prison
in Westchester County, N.Y.
Harry Lanza conferred with his
brother, Joseph, after the latter
was put in the prison on a charge
of violation of parole. Joseph
later was restored to parole and
the parole action was investigated
by the Joint Legislative Commit
tee on Government Operations.
The committee voted to grant
immunity from prosecution to
Harry Lanza, but he refused to
answer 19 questions.

Enjoy Thanksgiving

Final Rehearsals
Now Underway
For ‘Country Girl’
Final rehearsals are under way
for Clifford Odets’ “The Country
Girl.” Roger DeBourg, graduate
student in drama is directing the
third and final Masquer production
of fall quarter.
Sara Gray, Fred McGlynn and
Jim Morrow have the leads while
supporting roles are being pre
pared by George Baldwin, Jack
Mueller, Boone Sparrow and Me
linda Wilson.
Behind the scenes, George Cussen is technical director. Les
Hankinson and Gene Buck head
tiie props crew. Jerry Hopkins is
m charge of lighting, and Diane
Stokes is assistant to the director.
The play tells the story of how
a wife and a stage director rescue
an actor from alcoholism and
restore him to the stage.
The play will run for five days
in the Masquer Theater on Nov.
30, Dec. 1, 2, 8 and 9.

Gun-Totin’ Bandit
Robs Dee’s Store
Missoula police issued an allpoints bulletin last night for a gunwielding robber who fled Dee’s
Market after taking about $400 in
paper money.
Royal G. Scott, clerk, said the
theft occurred about 6:50 pjn. He
said the robber pointed what
looked like a .38 caliber revolver
at him and demanded the money
in the cash register.
Scott told police the man, wear
ing a white sweater and blue
stocking cap, also took a handful
of checks and pink charge slips.
He described the bandit as be
ing about 25, of medium build and
about 5 feet 9. •
Authorities said the robbery oc
curred just seconds after two
small children left the store.
POLICE SWING CLUBS
BERT.IN (AP) — Club-swinging
police last night beat back an at
tempt by more than 1,000 angry
West Berliners to storm the Red
wall dividing the city.

See You
M onday
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Rise of Conservatism
By James Dullenty
The rise of conservatism, Sen. Barry Goldwater has said,
could easily become the political phenomenon of our time.
Paritcularly on college campuses, but generally throughout
the nation, a new kind of conservatism is on the rise. Much to
the dismay of the liberal camp, conservatism is taking hold at
the grassroots level and is becoming popular almost every
where.
Evidence of this trend toward conservatism can be seen in
the tumultuous reception given Sen. Goldwater whereever he
goes, and the formation of conservative youth groups such as
the Young Americans for Freedom and the Intercollegiate So
ciety of Individualists.
Helping this apparent rise in the belief of constitutional gov
ernment is the role played by such articulate conservatives as
William Buckley Jr., Prof. Russell Kirk, Senator John Tower
and others.
So-called liberals insist that the conservative wants a “return
to the good old days.” A conservative, according to the liberal
view, is a person who cannot cope with the realities of the
twentieth century.
The conservative feels that this country can never progress
by forgetting the lessons of the past. Taking from the past
what has proven successful, adding from the present what
seems reasonable, the conservative is ready to meet the prob
lems of the future.
As a basis for his beliefs, the conservative relies on the Con
stitution of the United States. Conservatives believe that the
Constitution is the best arrangement yet devised for empower
ing government to fulfill its proper role, while restraining it
from the concentration and abuse of power.
Especially important to the conservative, are the reserva
tions made to the states and the people in the Constitution.
However, the conservative believes that the Constitution should
not become a haven for those who would destroy it.
Frequently, the liberals say that the conservative wants to
give simple, easy answers to the complex problems of our
modern society. The conservative, according to this view,
manufactures impractical theories which are better suited to
the McKinley era; he can not face up to the awesome realities
of our time.
The conservative answer is that they are the ones wanting
to stand up to the imperialistic communist aggression. Isn’t it
much easier to appease and withdraw than stand firm? Which
side, the liberal or the conservative, is alwdys wanting to turn
our foreign problems over to the United Nations for solution?
Which side wants to surrender our sovereignty to the World
Courts?
)
How much easier it is to have someone else solve our prob
lems. The trouble with letting the U. N. solve our problems
is that with one-third of that body completely opposed to us,
our problems are solved to our disadvantage.
Perhaps, more than anything else, the constant preaching of
professors, whose minds have not progressed further than 1933,
has led students into the conservative camp. Many students are
tired of listening to N ew Deal doctrines and Keynesian eco
nomics in class after class.
In the 1920’s, the professors were usually conservative and
the students tended to be liberal. Now the situation is reversed.
Most of today’s college students did not live during the Great
Depression. Students, ,for the most part, have lived during a
period of relative prosperity.
It is not that the students want all liberal indoctrination to
cease, but they do want a chance to hear the other side of the
issues so that they can make up their own minds. Students can
hardly be expected to put up with liberal prejudiced education
forever.
The experiences of the Cold War, the debacle of China, the
disgraceful war in Korea, the sensless summit conferences and
the continuing state of tension caused by communist aggression
have led many students to conclude that the liberal path is not
the one this nation should follow.
Students are beginning to realize that something is wrong
with the way this nation is progressing and they are uneasy
about it. Many American students are beginning to act to
change the course of events. The conservatives believe that
they have captured the imagination of the American youth.
In order to better present the political view s of the stu
dents the Kaimin will, from time to time, present different
views of students on the conservative and liberal side. The
first article will present the views on the conservation side.
2 — MONTANA KAIMIN ^
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Barbaric G y ra tio n s Em erge From 'P a y o la 7 Y A F A n sw e rs
Does your Chewing Gum Lose
To the Kaimin:
K a im in Letter

There exists in this world today
an enormous lack of musical in
tegrity—integrity on the part of
the composfrs, musicians, disc
jockeys and public to promote the
highest perfection of the art.
For the past seven years, we
have been submitted to the con
tinual howlings, everlasting strains
of tripe and barbaric gyrations that
emerged in the form of a Care
package called “Payola.” Hence
was born “Rock ’n’ Roll.” This
new musical' fad, hereafter re
ferred to as the “ Top Slop,” was
composed of overtones from the
Sioux uprising of 1876 and flav
ored with many variations of tone
clusters.
Top Slop

“Top Slop has mass appeal,” the
titans of the air Nwaves declared.
“ It’s a sure money-maker . . . the
greatest thing since sliced bread,”
they continued. Yes, money was
the big word around which the
slop revolved. If you had enough
money, you could buy:
1. A recording company.
2. A ready-made drum and bugle
corp to provide musical back
ground).
3. One large echo chamber 2x5
miles long.
4. One baubled, spangled, beaded
star spangled shirt.
5. Pastel suede sneakers with
gold cleats.
6. A year’s supply of mascara,
Chrsico hair creme, and Toni wave
set.
7. Ear plugs and blinkers.
8. The last seven issues of Cap
tain Marvel (vocabulary source).
9. Disc jockeys and stations (ma
nure spreaders!).
10. The inexperienced minds of
your public (ages 3-12 conclusive).
It is commonly accepted that a
clod named Elvis started it all.
Possibly this is truec for as it
turned out, he had less ability than
them all, and isn’t lack of abil
ity a prerequisite for “Top Slop?”
Admiration Lost

The time has long passed when
a recording artist or performer was
looked upon with deep admiration
and respect for the years of pre
paration and struggle he endured
—just to reach the .top. The cur
rent trend of music has not only
substituted quantity for quality,
but replaced the legtimate artist
with musical boneheads, who still
think Beethoven’s Fifth is a bottle
of whiskey.
I’m sure anyone today could be
come a “ Top Slop” star if he can
learn three songs in the key of G,
tune his guitar sharp and then sing
flat simultaneously, and utter some
typical poetic nonsense with an
abundance of meaningless cliches.
An example of the top records of
the month is as follows:
Who Put the Bomp (in the
Bomp, Bomp, Bomp!)
Transistor Sister
Sweets for My Sweet.
Hello Fool!

'C h a in C h in a m a n '
C a lle d C h ild is h n e s
To the Kaimin:
One day on the way'down town,
I passed a grade school, a group of
children yelled without knowing
what they were implying but
merely in fun; “Chain, chain,
Chinaman.” But here in college,
I expected this “ childishness” to be
minimized.
Last week while I was enjoying
a coke and eyeballing around the
Lodge after hearing Dr. John H.
Franklin, a Negro lecturer, I over
heard many sharp statements made
by some “ college students.” One
of them remarked, “ It seems that
we have had nothing but those
damn Negroes and Jews to speak
on this campus . . . ”
Because of their childish re
marks, I cannot help asking these
“ college students” why they are
here in a liberal, adult society?
It’S bad enough to have these
students among us, but it is ex
tremely debasing when visiting
speakers or foreign students over
hear their foolish remarks. These
childish remarks do not only lower
the character of these students but
they also shame our school and de
grade our country.
LING MARK

Its Flavor?
Well I Ask Ya!
I Don’t Like It Like That
(The last title typifies my exact
sentiments toward today’s popu
lar music!)
Truly Disguisting

What is truly disgusting beyond
words, is the way many college
students succumb to this “bottom
of the barrel” means of entertain
ment. If you wish to observe the
phenomenon first hand, slither on
over to the College Inn and watch
the groym up version of the “ chil
dren’s hour.”
Believe me when I say I do not
wish to put anyone else’s tastes
down. My only objective in writ
ing this is to make a few people
aware of just one simple set of
facts. First—had it not been for
the wonders of Payola, you “Top
Slop” fans would not be bumping
and grinding to the aforementioned
cries of the jungle! Second—Rock
’n’ Roll is not music! It requires
little, if any mental taxation on
the listener’s part. Some say it’s
good—some say it’s loud.
I much prefer to think it’s good
and LOUD! Last it is a dying
cause, so why not let it die an un
supported death. If you’re really
an enthusiast of this kind of junk,
then strap your piano on, Little
Richard, and cut a record. You’d
best make it quick, cause time is
running out.
BOB LUCAS

To the Kaimin:
The following letter is the YAF’s
answer to the letter to the Kaimin
last Friday.
We wish to thank you for the
comment in your letter to the Kai
min on our sponsorship last week
of Wayne Montgomery.
Consistent with our policy of
presenting speakers on current is
sues, we hereby invite you to pre
sent your views at a meeting of
the YAF, the place and time to be
set by the organization with your
approval.
Since you are apparently fami
liar with the workings of the U. N.,
we feel that you will be happy to
accept bur invitation. As usual,
the meeting will be open to the
public, and there will be at least
a 15-minute question and answer
period following the speech. Na
turally, we will not inquire before
hand about the contents of your
speech, any more than we did
about the contents of Mr. Mont
gomery’s speech.
There are many forums and
groups on campus through which
•the liberal viewpoint can be pre
sented. The purpose of the YAF
is to provide a forum for the ex
pression of the conservative view
point. In certain cases where we
feel the circumstances warrant it,
however, we will sponsor speakers
whose views are not entirely like
our own.
JOHN H. CLARK

Make Your Stay in Missoula
M ore Enjoyable
With Furniture
from

LUCY’S Inc.
One piece or a houseful

See us for your Thanksgiving
Decorations.

HART METAL SKIS
. . . the skis that invite you to ski better
Fast running surfaces, bevelled heels and allaround superb engineering make Harts the “ easyturning skis” . They invite you to ski better! Hart
“ metals” can’t lose their edges either. Guaranteed
against breakage. Let our experts help you select
the Hart Metal Ski that best suits you . . . Stand
ard, Competition, Professional or Hart J /R .

$84.50 to $104.50

AUTHORIZED HART DEALER

Wa it 'd £ S o d s
JE W E LR Y •SPORT INC GOODS
HART METAL RENTAL SKIS . .
Boots, skis, p o les___________________ s- - - - - - - - -

.$5.00 per day

Shop this week for extra savings on
ski equipment during our inventory
reduction sale.

Your Montana Kaimin
Contains 12 Pages Today

Utontana Kaimin

Your Montana Kaimin
Contains 12 Pages Today

Over $ 2 ,0 0 0 Is in Library Fund
The Friends of the Library now
has more than $2,000 in its book
fund, according to Bill Wallace,
student director of the organiza
tion. The new figure was reached
when the Missoula-Sentinel K iwanis Club gave Jacob Vinocur,
faculty director of the Friends, a
$125 check for the fund.
Wallace explained that the
special book fund was established
to buy books for the library that
could not otherwise be purchased
with money from the administra
tion. He said that replenishing
the book fund is one of the pri
mary purposes of the Friends of
the Library.
The Friends also help collect
manuscripts, documents, books and
gifts in addition to their own dona
tions.
Six members of the Board of
Directors are on campus. They are
Wallace, Jordis Erickson and John
Ulvila, students; Ludvig Browman
and Jacob Vinocur, faculty. The
other faculty member was Melvin
Morris whose term expired. The
vacancy will be filled, as are all
faculty memberships, by appoint
ment by the president. Students
are selected by Mortar Board and
Silent Sentinel. Student member
ship is three dollars and others,
including interested persons off
campus, are five dollars.
GEORGE DENNISON—A senior student of Kaiispell, strums and
sings with the Startires. Dennison, a history major, has a four
point grade average. He is married and works for the Missoula
Mercantale in addition to his job with the Startires. (Kaimin photo
by Roger Zentzis)

And Just W hat Does it Take
To Be a Straight A Man?
By JOHN BARBER

What does it take to be a straight
A student? According to George
Dennison, anyone can do it if he
is willing to spend enough time
studying.
George should know. He is a
straight*A senior student majoring
in history, and specializing in
American history.
George’s accomplishment is all
the more notable because he is
married and holds down two parttime jobs while carrying 16-18
credits each quarter.
He works six days a week as a
shoe salesman at the Missoula
Mercantile, and on Friday and Sat
urday he is a “ musician of sorts.”
He plays a guitar and sings with
a group called the Starfires.
The jobs and the studies — he
studies about six hours a day—
keep George busy. A typical day
starts for him at about 6:30 each
morning. He attends classes in the
morning, with a two-hour break
which is spent in the library.
After lunch, George attends
classes for an hour, and at 2:30
p.m., he goes to work at the Mer
cantile. He works at the Mercan
tile until 5:30, goes home and eats
and then studies from 6 until mid
night.
On Friday, George works at the
Mercantile until 9 p.m. At 9:30 he
goes to work with the Starfires.
On Saturday, George works at
the Mercantile from 8:30 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. He plays with the Star
fires at Post Creek on Saturday
night. He leaves for Post Creek
about 7:30 and gets home at about
4 a.m. Sunday morning.
This schedule creates one big
problem, George said. He does not
have enough time to spend with his
two boys, Rick, three years old,
and Robert, five years old.
Another problem, George said,
is finding a quiet place to study.
“ I can’t just put the boys in a
corner and tell them to be quiet,”
he said, “ so I usually end up lock
ing myself in the bedroom.”
George comes from a family of

six brothers in Kaiispell. Both he
and his wife, Jane, graduated from
Flathead County High School;
George in 1953, and his wife in
1955.
After he graduated from high
school, George enlisted in the
Navy, and was stationed in Oklah o m a, Tennessee, California,
Washington, and Okinawa.
While in the Navy, he was an
electronics counter-measure oper
ator. His job was to maintain
electronics equipment, and when
on flight crew, to detect radar sites,
plot the location, and to jam the
radar.
“ I never did get aboard a ship,”
George said, “but while in Oki
nawa, I flew all over the Orient.”
After his discharge from the
Navy, George attended Custer
County Junior College in Miles
City. In his second year at
CCJC, George received an honor
scholarship. He transferred to
MSU last year.
George is currently applying for
a Dan forth, Woodrow Wilson, or
National Defense Scholarship. He
was recommended for the Danforth
Scholarship by Jules A. Karlin,
professor of history and political
science. He now has an MSU honor
scholarship.
When George graduates, he
hopes to get a fellowship and to
get a doctoral degree. If he does,
he will specialize in Latin-American history.
After he receives his doctoral de
gree, George said he will teach.
He is also studying for a secondary
teaching certificate, and is taking
the Foreign Service exam in De
cember for “something to fall back
on in case I don’t make it.”

Open House W ill Be Wed.
At New Forester Office
An open house is slated for to
morrow from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. at
the new quarters of the Montana
State Forester, a c c o r d i n g to
Gareth C. Moon, State Forester.
The new location of the State
Forester’s office is the Lincoln
School Building at 109 Lolo Ave.
The office was formerly located in
Jumbo Hall.
All University students and
faculty are invited.

LIBRARY SCHEDULE FOR
THANKSGIVING
Wednesday— 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Thursday— closed all day
Friday— 8 a.m. to 5:30 pm .
Saturday— 8 a.m. to 12 a.m.
Sunday— closed all day

MORE FOR THE BOOKS— Leon Nelson, president of the Missoula
Sentinel Kiwanis Club, is shown giving a check for $125 to Jacob
Vinocur, faculty director of Friends of the Library. Standing on the
right is M. P. Reynolds, vice president of the Kiwanis. The money
goes into the growing book fund for the University library.-

Burning Continues
A s Jumbo Hall
Slowly Departs

Sign on U.S. 10
Advertises U

Twenty-four hour burning of
the remains of Jumbo Hall be
gan yesterday with the expectation
of having it completely burned
by Wednesday night. What won’t
bum will be hauled off.
Sections of Jumbo have been
moved and will be converted into
apartment houses. The Hauck
Construction Company purchased
Jumbo Hall and is in charge of
the burning.
The present site of Jumbo
Hall will be converted into a parklot.

“ When In Missoula Cross Over
the Bridge and Visit Montana State
University—turn left at the 93
by-pass.” This sign now greets
tourists about five miles from Mis
soula, as they enter the city on
U.S. 10.
A gift from the Bearpaws and
ASMSU organizations to the MSU
Public Relations department, the
sign of rough lumber was begun a
year ago by Doug Grimm. It took
him “a year of Saturdays” to make
the 13 feet high and 20 feet wide
sign because he cut each letter
by hand with a rotor.
The sign is firmly anchored in
the ground with metal pipes. The
wood is treated to resist the ele
ments. Grimm said he estimates
the sign will last for about 50
years, perhaps longer than the
bridge.

TOURISTS BREAK RECORD

THE HAGUE (AP) — Foreign
tourists have spent $1.8 billion in
the Netherlands this year, a post
war record, the government re
ports.

QUEMOY GETS FLICK

TAIPEI, Formosa (A P )—Little
Quemoy, second largest island of
the Chinese Nationalists-held Que
moy complex, will get its first
movie theater next January, of
ficials report.

DENNISON BETWEEN JOBS— in his 8 o’clock
history class. Dennison transferred to MSU after
attending Custer County Junior College in Miles

City for two years. He is the recipient of an MSU
honor scholarship, and has tbeen recommended for
a Dansforth scholarship. (Kaimin photo by Zentzis)
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Intrasquad Games Will Test
Pre-Season Basketball Talent
Basketball takes over as the
major spectator sport Friday and
Saturday nights as the 1961-62
Grizzly edition of head coach
Frosty Cox’s basketball team dis
plays its talents in intrasquad
games in the University Field
House at 8 p.m.
Six lettermen and five sopho
mores compose Montana’s final
team in the Skyline Conference,
which disbands July 1, 1962.

Men Indoors
For Volleyball

BEST SHOOTER—Rated as the best shooter on the Oregon State
basketball squad, 6-7, Jay Carty will pose a threat against the
Grizzlies when the Oregon State quintet invades the MSU Field
House Dec. 1-2. The senior forward has earned two letters at Oregon
State.
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Locker Room C hatter
By TOM FLAHERTY
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With basketball season rapidly approaching, the Montana
Grizzlies have high hopes of finishing their Skyline career
with their best record since joining the conference in 1951.
The Grizzlies are rated around the conference as the darkhorse candidate for Skyline honors this season and should
improve on last season’s 7-7 conference record.
The Grizzlies led the Skyline Conference in defense last
season allowing opponents only 61 points per game, but their
offensive attack averaged only 63 points per game. Coach
Frosty Cox is intent on improving the Grizzlies offense 10 to
15 points per game, and with another strong defense, the
Grizzlies could bowl over most of the Skyline Conference.
Optimism among the Grizzly cage squad is high.
Much of the Grizizles’ hopes for the season rest on the
6-7 frame of Steve Lowry. Last season, Lowry averaged over
14 points per game and ranked twelfth in the nation in re
bounds. If the tall center performs well all season, the Grizz
lies will be hard to stop. •
With leading-scorer Bob O ’Billovich and Dan Sullivan,
a veteran forward, returning, Cox has the core of a winning
ball club. With five promising sophomores and three other
returning lettermen to choose from, the Grizzly mentor should
be able to place a strong team on the floor in time for the
opening tilt against Oregon State Dfec. 1.
The opener against Oregon State will place the Mon
tana squad against one of its roughest opponents of the season.
Boasting six returning lettermen and 11 men over six feet
tall, the Oregon team is traditionally one of the basketball
powers of the west and should have a stronger team than the
one which posted a 14-12 record a year ago.
Leading Oregon State into the MSU fray will be 7-0
center Mel Counts. Counts is only a sophomore, but he
averaged 27 points last year on the freshman squad and is con
sidered to be one of the finest “ big-man” prospects ever to
enroll at Oregon State. Besides Counts, 6-11 Grant Harter and
6-7 Jay Carty will give Montana’s Lowry trouble under the
backboards.
Around the Skyline, Utah is again the team to beat. The
Utes have only four returning lettermen, but with Bill (the
Hill) McGill handling the scoring chores Coach Jack Gard
ner shouldn’t have too much to worry about. The problem
is not stopping the Redskins, but stopping McGill.
Colorado State paced by center Billy Green lost the Sky
line Championship to Utah by virtue of a playoff game with
Utah last year and should again have a power-packed line
up. The Rams have three first stringers returning from last
year, including Green, and cannot be expected to finish lower
than third in the final statistics.
A ll other teams around the conference are improved over
last season, and this year’s champion will have to remain consistenty fired to finish on top after the final game.
4 — MONTANA KAIMIN ★ ★
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Men’s intramural activities will
move indoors next week with the
touch-football season ended and
interests turning to volleyball.
The round-robin v o l l e y b a l l
tournament will begin Nov. 28, ac
cording to Ed Chinske, men’s in
tramural director.
Chinske said that 10 teams will
compete in the A League and nine
in the Fraternity League. In order
to finish before the end of the
quarter, teams will have to play
two games each day, he added.
There will be an intramural
managers meeting next Monday at
7 p.m. in the Men’s Gym in order
to explain the volleyball schedule.
Chinske stated that it is important
for all managers to attend this
meeting.
The swimming meet will be dur
ing the last week of classes. The
preliminaries will be Dec. 6, and
the finals will be Dec. 8.

Brantly Dropped
In W RA Volleyball
Brantly was eliminated yester
day by Turner A in the WRA
double - elimination volleyball
tournament with scores of 10 to 8
and 13 to 5.
High-point winner for Turner A
was Johnette Baldridge with eight
points.
The winner of the volleyball
tournament will be decided next
Tuesday when the winner of Mon
day’s Kappa Alpha Theta-Tumer
A game meets Turner B in the Wo
men’s Center at 4:15 p.m.
Teams remaining in the tourna
ment are Turner A, Turner B, and
Kappa Alpha Theta.
WRA volleyball games are offi
ciate by members of the physicaleducation volleyball - o f f i c i a t ing class for physical education
majors and minors. Delores Johns
is the WRA adviser to volleyball.

Special Company
Formed Monday
A special company was formed
last night for persons interested
in the advanced Army ROTC pro
gram, according to Maj. Don Fox,
associate professor of military sci
ence and tactics.
The company consists of 204
freshmen and sophomore students
who will get information about
Army life so they will be better
able to decide whether to enter ad
vanced ROTC, said Major Fox.

Returning two-year lettermen
are seniors 6-6 forward Dan Sul
livan, 5-10 guard Ron Quilling, 510 guard Butch Hendricks, and 5-9
guard Bob O’Billovich. Also re
turning are two juniors, with one
letter, 6-7 center Steve Lowry,
and 5-9 guard Ray Lucien.
Five newcomers, all sophomores,
on the Grizzly team are 6-4 for
ward Harold Fullerton, 6-4 center
and forward Keith Law, and three
guards, 6-0 Jim Mason, 6-0 Harold
Peterson, and 6-0 Tim Aldrich.
Montana finished fourth in the
Skyline last season behind Utah,
Colorado State, and Brigham
Young. There are hopes that the
Grizzlies may end up in the sec
ond or third spot this year, but
coach Frosty Cox is taking a “wait
and see” attitude before making
any predictions.
Cox said that whether MSU im
proves or not this season depends
largely on the development of the
five sophomores—Aldrich, Fuller
ton, Law, Mason, and Peterson.
He said that Steve Lowry should
be improved at the center position.
Steve finished last season with a
14.2 point average per game, sec
ond highest on the team, and 12th
in the nation in rebounds.

Bob O’Billovich, who had the
highest average on the squad last
year with 14.3, should be capable
at the guard position, Cox added.
However, O’Billovich will be at
an early season disadvantage since
he did not finish football until this
past weekend.
If the team can improve its of
fense by 10 or 15 points, Cox said,
the Grizzlies should have a more
impressive record than last year.
Frosty Cox’s NCAA lifetime bas
ketball record is 220 wins and 171
losses in 21 seasons of coaching. In
six seasons at MSU, Frosty’s- teams
have recorded 70 wins and 71
losses. Last season the Grizzlies
had an overall record of 14 wins
and 9 losses, while the fourth-place
standing in "the Skyline Conference
was based on 7 wins and 7 defeats.
Montana’s 6,800 seat Field House
will be officially open the Grizzlies’
24-game schedule against Oregon
State Dec. 1 and 2.

STOP AT

Chuck’s Texaco
2000 S. Higgins

Ph. LI 9-9031

and ask for Chuck, Vern, Doug
or Roger
Their labor is easy on your
pocket— or do it yourself and
have Chuck’s Texaco at your
convenience.—Be seeing you!

Please
Note:
W e will be
closed on
T hanks giving
D ay
So that our employees may en
joy the day with their families.
Thank you for your patronage.

Fairway Drive-In

Zip Beverage Co.

Highway 93 South

Manufacturers and Jobbers
Missoula, Montana

W ARREN HARRIS BUICK

Palmer’s
Drug

Is the Place to Get

offers you

On

• Free prescription delivery
service
• Open 9-9 weekdays
• 12 noon-6 Sundays
• CaU LI 9-8579 for
emergency service.
• Russell Stover Candies
• Hallmark Cards
☆

☆
By the
Southside National Bank

A “Real D e a r

THE BUICK SKYLARK
420 N. Higgins

Four Losses Now

Gonzaga Helps Losinig Streak
By Halting Bruin Hockey Team
Gonzaga University’s hockey
team extended the Bruins’ losing
streak to four games by defeating
them 6 to 2 Saturday night and
5 to 3 Sunday afternoon in the
Butte Civic Center. The Bruins
lost two games to the Great Falls
Americans of the Big Six League
the previous weekend.
Gonzaga copped the thrillpacked opener but it could have
been a tie had two Bruin goals not
been nullified in the third period
by the referee after goal judges
had called them good.
GRIZZLY SOPHOMORES— Five sophomores aspiring for position on the Grizzly basketball team will
compete in the intra-squad game this weekend.

From left to right are Harold Peterson, Tim Aid
rich, Keith Law, Harold Fulerton and Jim Mason,

Vandal W in Brings Dismal End
To Grizzlies’ Gridiron Season
Idaho’s Vandals, by defeating
the Grizzlies last Saturday 16 to
14 in Boise, brought a dismal end
Montana’s 1961 football sea
son. The Grizzlies finished the
Skyline Conference with 2 wins
and 4 defeats and had an overall
record of 2 and 6.
The Grizzlies were also defeated
by Wyoming 29 to 0, Utah State
54 to 6, Brigham Young 7 to 6,
Utah 24 to 12, and Montana State
College 10 to 9.
Montana’s two victories were
over New Mexico 40 to 8, and
Colorado State 22 to 19.
Senior quarterback Bob O’Billovich scored all 14 points for the
Grizzlies against Idaho on an 11yard touchdown run in the third
period and then a run for the twopoint conversion. In the fourth
quarter he scored the final touch
down of his Grizzly career on a
9-.yard jaunt.
Idaho’s victory was its 31st
against 12 defeats administered
by the Grizzlies.
There has

CAMPUS
Phone LI 9-0424
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been one tie. It also gave the
Vandals posession of the Little
Brown Stein, which MSU had
since its 18 to 14 Homecoming
triumph over Idaho last year.
Head mentor Ray Jenkins said
that the Grizzlies were seven
points away from winning three
more ball games this season—they
were BYU, MSC, and Idaho. He
figured that last summer the Griz
zlies would have an average per
formance with a 4-4 record, and
that there was" a hope of knock
ing off one of the other four big
Skyline teams and this was done
by dumping New Mexico.
Poor Line Speed
Jenkins added that poor line
speed and the highly-touted Griz
zly backfield was not intact once
all season. This was partially due,
he said, to fullback Gary Smith
being hurt in the Wyoming game,
halfback Pat Dodson being in
jured in the CSU game and out
for the rest of the season, and
O’Billovich missing part of the
Utah State game.
On the brighter side of the pic
ture, junior end Dick Huse did
not miss one quarter of play this
year and had a total of 32 quar
ters for high man on the squad.
Guard Jack Rudio and tackle
Dave Kosiur played in 31 quar
ters followed by fullback Ron
Werba and O’Billovich with 30.
Rudio garnered the most tackles,
45, but was closely followed by
O’Billovich with 44 and Dick Mil
ler with 42.
O’Billovich Outstanding
Jenkins said that O’Billovich
was the outstanding player this
year. He quickly added that Rudio,
Huse, Dick Miller, and Gary
Schwertfeger also did a tremen
dous job for the. Grizzlies.
Poor line speed was the big
fault of the team, he said, and this
was very apparent when rushing
the passers, especially in the BYU,
MSC, and Idaho games. Another
weakness was the team’s inabil- ,
ity to come through with an aver
age performnace in key situations,
Jenkins pointed out.
Coach Jenkins added that- as a
team the players never quit in any
game, even in the Utah State game
when badly outmanned.
He said, “hustling and spirit
were high and they were a fine
bunch of kids to work with.”
A lack of strength, injuries to
key personnel, and a lack of
sophomore help were major rea

sons for the poor season, he said.
Most teams have as many sopho
mores as juniors and seniors but
not so with the Grizzlies this year.
He said that one does not depend
on the sophomores to win games
but instead to keep the juniors
and seniors constantly hustling.
Montana’s 1961 season with 2
wins and 6 losses, was the second
best in head coach Jenkins fouryear tenure. In 1958 the Grizzlies
lost all 10 games, one year later
the record was 1 win and 8 de
feats, and in 1960 MSU had a 5-5
record for its best year since 1950
when a 5-5 record was also at
tained.

,

Forwards Ed Sibbald and Bob
Elliott scored two Bruin goals.
Although the Bruins outshot the
Gonzaga team in Sunday’s en
counter, the team lost 6 to 2. John
Ellis and John Allen scored the
two goals but they were not
enough to overcome the six-goal
lead built by Gonzaga, which now
has a season’s record .of 4 wins
and 0 defeats.
This Saturday and Sunday, Salt
Lake City invades the confines
of the Butte Civic Center for two
games with the Bruins who hope
to snap their losing streak at four
games.

Corbin Turner 2, Victors
In Bowling Tournament
Missoula, Corbin and Turner
No. 2 were winners in yesterday’s
WRA round robin bowling tourna
ment in the Women’s Center.
Missoula defeated North Corbin,
1336 to 1014; Corbin beat Brantly
1277 to 1091; and Turner No. 2
won over Alpha Phi, 1197 to 1083.
Yesterday’s high-point winner
was Jan Matson of Alpha Phi. Miss
Matson bowled a game of 185 and
the high series of 316.
Corbin stands first in the tourna
ment with 12 wins, two losses and
a team average of 128; second is
Missoula with 10 wins, two losses
and an average of 137. Turner No.
2 stands third with 11 wins and
three losses and an average of 123.
Fourth is Turner No. 1 with seven
wins and three losses and an aver
age of 114.
Rita LePiane of Missoula has

the highest average in WRA bow ling which is 170, total pins being
1701. Second is Kathie Haldi of
Corbin with total pins of 1509 and
an average of 151. Jan Matson of
Alpha Phi holds the third highest
average of 150 with total pins be
ing 1504.
Next Monday Kappa Alpha The
ta meets Delta Delta Delta, Turn
er No. 2 meets North Corbin and
Corbin meets Turner No. 1 in the
twelfth game of the round robin
tournament, according to Bamby
Beaumont, WRA bowling manager.

Students and Faculty
Interested in sharing liberal perspective toward
World Religion are

Young couples (and old ones,
too) can save money by shop
ping for Thanksgiving dinner.

Invited to attend fellowship meeting

at

Worden’s
Super Market

Sunday, Nov. 26, 7 :3 0 p.m.
HERBERT ALF RESIDENCE

434 N. Higgins
Film
Beverages
Open 8 a.m. to Midnight
and Sundays

732 Gerald Ave.

Mac’s W histle Stop Drive-In
South on Highway 93
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Civil Defense Declared6Fraud by Computers*
Editor’s note: At the request of
the Kaimin, E. W. Pfeiffer, assis
tant professor of zoology, has ex
pressed his views about fallout
shelters. Opinions contrary to Mr.
Pfeiffer’s are solicited.
Are you going to build a fallout
shelter?
My answer is an emphatic NO,
and my reasons for this position
were very well expressed recently
by Mr. Gerard Piel, publisher of
the Scientific American. This is
one of our most respected and au
thoritative scientific journals. Mr.
Piel was speaking to the Common
wealth Club of San Francisco and
I quote pertinent excerpts as they
were reported in the San Francisco
Chronicle of Nov. 11, 1961.
In a speech before the Common
wealth Club yesterday noon, Ger
ard Piel, publisher of Scientific
American magazine, denounced
civil defense as “ an illusion . . .
that places our institutions' and
our lives in jeopardy.”
He said scientists and military
men who assert that thermonuclear
attacks will concentrate on indus
trial and military targets rather
than on cities, and who contend
that a substantial number of lives
can be saved through availability
of shelters, are “authors of frauds
by computers.”
Play Down Effects
The advocates of civil defense
underestimate or play down the ef
fect of the fireball and firestorm
which would follow large nuclear
bombing, Piel declared.
A 1,000-megaton nuclear bomb
—technically feasible for both the
United States and Russia—ex
ploded several hundred miles in
the air over the American West

Hello,
Neighbor!

I U

Dirty Car?
Do-it-yourselfers may use
our automatic car washer
for only $1.00

Brake Service?
If your car’s brakes need
attention, let our expert
mechanic put them in
proper working order for
safety’s sake

Brooks St. Conoco
519 Brooks

Direction, Movement— Which W ay Would You Turn?
would “set six western states
afire,” the publisher asserted.
He said he4 meant that cities,
suburbs, farms, grazing lands and
forests all would be heated to
kindling point. The thousands of
fires ignited would combine to
burn up every living thing.
Even the 50-megaton bomb
tested by the Soviet Union several
weeks ago would set afire every
thing within 50 miles of the bullseye, he said.
By building shelters, by contend
ing that fallout is the chief danger,
by overrating the recuperative
powers of the survivors, advocates
of citizen preparedness are mak
ing thermonuclear war appear
“ feasible” instead of the ruin
ation of world civilization, Piel ar
gued.
“We must accept the truth that
thermonuclear war cannot settle
the most irreconcilable conflicts
to anybody’s satisfaction.
“We must seek the settlement of
political differences by peaceful
means. We must seek an imme
diate halt in the arms race and
thereafter general and complete
disarmament under controls that
will protect mankind from its re
sumption.”

can protect against radioacitve
fallout. But most shelters would be
built in the cities and suburbs and
so be within the “ thermal effect”
of the nuclear fireball.
Even a 20-megaton burst —
smaller than two explosions set off
by the Russians last month—would
cause a conflagration so huge “it
must be reckoned as a meteoro
logical event, a firestorm.”
About 500 homes were burned in
a fire in the Los Angeles area this
week A nuclear firestorm would

destroy the entire Bay Area, he
said.
And so the basement shelter now
advocated by the Federal Govern
ment for home owners could easily
become a death trap for the family,
Piel declared. The firestorm would
use up the oxygen in the air and
those who did not burn to death
would suffocate.

Piel noted how nuclear-age
“ callousness and brutality” had
“ erupted” in America through the
establishment of Minutemen, and
other citizen groups who would
seek to fight off floods of refu
gees from stricken cities.
“ It shames our people before
the world to prescribe a sawed-off
shotgun as equipment for the fam
ily fallout shelter,” he said.
And he continued:
“ The civil defense program of
our Federal Government however
else intended, gives . . . the de
lusion that thermonuclear war can
be fought and survived. It en
courages statesmen to take larger
risks predicated upon first-strike
credibility and post-attack re
cuperative capacity. It disengages
the citizen from vigilance over the
rationality and responsibility of
his elected officials.”
Piel attacked “irresponsible poli
ticians in both parties who have
adopted fallout defense. . . .
“The Administration’s purchase
of this hoax . . . may have seriously
compromised its capacity to rally
public opinion in favor of settle
ments it is seeking to negotiate at
the conference table.”

Do you have a . . .
PLECOSTAMUS
TETRA

RASBORA
MOLLEE
NO??—WeU, for the best in
TROPICAL FISH

PETLAND
Livingston at Highway 93
Phone LI 9-6139

Plan Understandable

Piel said the Government’s pres
ent civil defense plans are based
on a desire to save lives, “which is
entirely understandable.”
Undoubtedly, he said, shelters
O FFIC IA L C A P A C IT Y

BUTTE (A P )—Sheriff’s depu
ties were called Sunday by some
children who thought their dog
was sick.
The deputies investigated, found
nothing apparently wrong with
the dog, and advised its owners
to keep it locked in the basement
until their father returned from
hunting and could look at the ani
mal.
Later that evening, the dog gave
birth to five puppies.

Like Crazy Man
Like I say man, every cool student
returning to his inissoula pad
Should reconsider, recollect, be prudent
and take note, less completely mad
If a kaimin subscription homeward sent
giving mom and daddy-o pleasure

1961-62 Yearbook Pictures

A yearful of this swing news sheet is meant
by subscribing to this value of much measure

W here? Catlin’s Studio
121 S. Higgins

W hat Tim e? Until January 81
Cost? $2.00— 4 Poses
Freshmen and Fall Quarter

Send the M ONTANA KAIM IN
to
Your Parents, Friends and Loved Ones
per year

Graduates— Fall Quarter
Others— Winter Quarter

SEEYOU IN THELODGE

Proofs Will Be Mailed
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Stuffed Zoology Specimens See the Light
Birds, fish and all kinds of ani
mals can be seen daily on campus,
but recently many of the crea
tures have been crossing campus
in ever increasing numbers.
Making the journey from the
Natural Science building to the
Health Science building, which
may be their last, are hundreds of
members of the 10,000 sepcimen
collection of the zoology depart
ment.
Robert Hoffman, assistant pro
fessor of zoology, said that stu
dents who missed the , display
crossing campus, may see the spe
cimens on permanant display in
the Health Science building.
Mr. Hoffman said four fifths
of the stuffed animals were ob
tained from the State of Mon

tana while the remaining speci
mens have been collected and ex
changed from points all over the
world.
Recently the department
exchanged two Montana black
bear hides for two brown bear
hides from the Zoological Insti
tute of the Academy of Science at
Leningrad, Russia. Students have
also contributed many of the
specimens, he said.
The museum was started with
the founding of the University in
1893 and for many years was with

the herbarium, a collection of
pressed and dried plaint specimens,
in the Natural Science building,
Mr. Hoffman said.
400 SENTINELS MAILED

About 400 1960-61 Sentinels
have been mailed out so far this
year, according to Larry Juelfs,
business manager of the Sentinel.
He said that he expects to have
about 150 more requests for Senti
nels before the 1961-62 year is out.

A N Y TIM E
is the right time
for

Ice Cream!
Enjoy Bowling?

Treasure State
Bowling Center

tm i SMOOTH
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Highway 93 South

Burma, U.S.S.R.
Draft Airline Pact
RANGOON, Burma (A P )— Offi
cials have completed the draft of
an air agreement between the
Soviet Union and Burma that per
mits the Soviet Aieroflot line to
start service from Moscow to
Jakarta, Indonesia, by passing
through New Delhi, India and
Rangoon. A similar route would
be set up for Burma’s airline serv
ice through the Soviet Union.

Classified Ads
TYPING in my home. LI 9-1162.
tfc
EXPERT TYPING. LI 3-6515
tfc
TYPING. Barbara Howell. LI 9-2840 tfc
PORESTERS’ BALL color photos will
be ready at Jon-R Studios, 121 West
Front, LI 9-9585, on Tuesday, Nov. 28.
________ — 32ch
NEW Singer Sewing Machine Portable
Model. Complete. Only $129.40 or $13.40
down and $5.30 per month. Singer
Sewing Center, 215 E. Broadway Ph.
U 9-1612, .______ ;__________________ 32c
FOR SALE: Woman’s Bogner sld pants.
Were $50, now $35. Never worn. Size
10-12. Call LI 3-4506 Evenings______32c
LADIES' Hamilton watch worth $60.
Almost new. -W ill sell for $25. Phone
LI 9-9655.__________________________ 33c
WANTED: Ride to Miles City for
Thanksgiving Holidays. Les Gapay. Rm.
335, Craig HaU, Ext. 561__________ 33nc
WANTED—Ride to Los Angeles for
Christmas vacation and return. LI
9-0126. 645 E. Kent
_______ 34nc
FOR SALE: Small apartment size elec
tric refrigerator. Good condition. Call
LI 3-7825.
34c
WANTED: Ride for 2 to Louisville, Ky.,
or vicinity. Will help with driving and
expenses. LI 3-7585
35nc
ANYONE to Great Falls? Wed. noon,
can take as many as 3. Call J.B., LI
3-5698 at meal time._______________32nc
WANTED: Rides for 2 to Milwaukee
and Chicago areas for Christmas.
Leave after 5:30 p jn . Tues., Dec. 14.
Will share expenses. Call Ext. 531.
H________________ ________________ 35nc
LOST: Fraternity pin. Phi Mu Alpha,
Fri. night at Elrod HaU function. Con
tact Tom Larson in 213 Elrod, Ext. 584.
31c

STATE APPROVES LOAN

HELENA (A P )—State approval
went Monday to a $1.1 million loan
agreement for a women’s residence
hall at Montana State University
in Missoula. The approval by the
Board of Examiners followed ap
proval by the Board of Regents at
a meeting in Billings Nov. 10.

has
SEE

Thomas & Anders
444 S. Fifth W.

OPEN BOWLING

Fridays, Saturdays and
Sundays and after 9 p.m.
Mondays, Tuesdays and Wed
nesdays.

FOR

Free Nursery in Afternoon
Pro Shop
Kelley’s Snack Bar

Olympia
Typewriters

IN D A IR Y PRODUCTS
IT S

Com m unity
Cream ery
Phone LI 3-3173

Career Cues:

“This age of specialization
opens special opportunities
for the well-rounded man!”
Robert Saudek, President
Robert Saudek Associates, Inc.

“The more specialists society creates to cope with its
complexities, the easier it can be for a non-specialist to
achieve success.
If that seems paradoxical, look at it this way: the more
men who go out for specific positions on the ball club,
the more chance you have to wind up as manager!
Today’s world —in government, business, the arts, even
science—needs the well-rounded man. He’s the man who

can see the entire picture...the man who can draw on a
broad background of knowledge, evaluate the problem,
then assign the details to specialists.
The world of entertainment may seem somewhat spe
cial, but it’s a case in point. These days, it demands more
o f its people than ever before. Today’s musical comedy
score is often as sophisticated as grand opera. Drama
draws heavily on psychology and history. Television pro
ductions are concerned with nuclear science and political
science. If you’ve ever watched ‘Omnibus’ you may have
seen how our productions have run the gamut of a wide
range of man’s interests.
So I suggest to you that even though you may concen
trate on one special field of interest, keep your viewpoint
broad. Keep your college curriculum as diversified as pos
sible. Attend lectures and concerts, the theatres and mu
seums. Above all, read and read, and listen and listen!
But pay scant heed to the oracle who says there’s no route
to the top but that of specialization. I don’t believe it!”

Have
a
Happy
Thanks
giving

Robert Saudek is the creator of many of
television’s most famous programs—in
cluding the award-winning “ Omnibus”
series. Former network executive and
head of the TV-Radio Workshop of
the Ford Foundation, Bob enjoys a
“ Camel break” . He’s been a Camel fan
since undergraduate days at Harvard.

W e will
see you
November 27

University
Grocery
and
Drug

FO B THE B EST

And for a special kind of smoking satisfaction

Just one block
west of the Lodge

THE BEST TOBACCO MAKES THE BEST SMOKE
Tuesday, November 21, 1961

R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Company
Winston-Salem
North Carolina
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

By Dick Bibler
m

m

Field Maneuvers
Held for Juniors
The Army ROTC department
sponsored field maneuvers for the
junior Advanced Corps cadets at
the Blue Mountain range Saturday.
Maneuvers were designed to
give the incoming juniors experi
ence in reconaissance patroling.
Sophomore cadets acted as the
“enemy” and the juniors were
given problems in field tactics and
maneuvers. A typical problem
included small units attempting to
get through an area guarded by
sophomore “ snipers.” The maneu
vers were made more realistic
through use of rifles and blank
cartridges.
Capt. G. W. Small, instructor of
military science, was in charge of
operations.
NINE NATION’S ENTER FILMS

MEXICO CITY (A P)—The Uni
ted States and eight other coun
tries have entered films in Mex
ico’s fourth world review of film
festival that opens simultaneously
in Acapulco and Mexico City to
morrow.

Kaimin Discussed
In Long Session
Of Planning Board
Members of Planning Board
worked into the afternoon at their
meeting Friday, discussing the
Kaimin, but no decisions were
reached.
Rick Jones proposed that “no
person be considered as a candi
date for the position of editor of
the Kaimin if he plans to support
any candidate for any student
election.”
Tom Farrington agreed with the
proposal. He said, “ The facts of
life is (sic) that we are subsidizing
the Kaimin for the School of Jour
nalism.”
Kent Price said he believes per
sons who work for the Kaimin
should have higher grade averages.
He said persons who have “ C” or
“D” grade averages shouldn’t be
permitted told Kaimin jobs.
Kaimin Class Ads Pay— Yea, Man!

sculpture in one of the wildest
areas on earth, New Guinea’s
southern coast of swamp and
jungle.
The Dutch companion was
picked up this morning by a
Dutch navy craft off the coast,
the government announced. It
said the search for young Rocke
feller is continuing.

H U NTIN G LICENSES
Latest Magazines
Smoker’s Supplies
Open Evenings & Sunday
Phone 9-9038

Larry’s Magazines
& Sporting Goods
On Circle Square
Always a Parking Place

Ready for Winter?
Lubrication
Antifreeze

Northwestern Costume Shop
THE HAGUE (A P)—A Dutch
companion of missing M i c h a e l
Rockefeller was rescued yesterday
off the south coast of New Guinea
and a report from the wild area
said there was reason to hope
Rockefeller also was safe.
The Interior Ministry said it had
received a message from the ad
ministration at Hollandia, capital
of West New Guinea saying it had
reason to hope that Rockefeller
reached the coast.
0 The Dutch companion of the
youngest son of New York Gov.
Nelson A. Rockefeller told rescu
ers he last saw young Rockefeller
floating off on two all-purpose
military cans that could be used to
keep him afloat. The rescued
man said the two were forced to
abandon their prahu, a native
craft made of two canoes joined
together.
The word came as the elder
Rockefeller, pale and shaken, be
gan a 10,000 mile plane dash from
New York to New Guinea. A
spokesman for the governor said
during a stopover in San Fran
cisco that the news of the rescue
of the Dutch companion was en
couraging.
A member of a U.S. exploration
team, the 23-year-old Michael was
on a hunt for primitive art and

tryakowsky house-building factory
near Moscow can produce a tworoom apartment every 40 min
utes. The agency says the factory
bases its production methods “ on
a continuous flow of technology
and is a prototype of the auto
matic factories of the future.”

Change to Conoco Super

‘'I THINK He PLAN6 tO AGX- M Z 1D G O 61EACY— A & te P W tP U 6 £ '
M O TtfeiZ WHAT K/NP O f O ltZPVZe IMAJ3? Ot\ MY0U?
fW & S 6 fg

Rockefeller Lost, Companion Found

TWO EVERY 40 MINUTES
MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet
news agency Tass says the Vos-

Drain and fill with Conoco
Antifreeze—Guaranteed

Brakes

Large Selection of Rental Costumes

Complete brake service

Tuneup

— OPEN —

For faster starting

4 p.m. - 8 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
9 a.m. - 12 a.m. Sat.
Phone LI 9-2088

Short Street
Orchard Homes

Tareyton
delivers
th e flavor...

T on ers Conoco
2125 S. Higgins

T>VAL
FILTER
DOES IT!

Women Jurors
Limited to Duty
WASHINGTON (A P)—The Supreme Court yesterday upheld the
right of state to limit jury duty
to women who volunteer to serve.
The unanimous opinion, deliv
ered by Justice John M. Harlan,
said Florida, Louisiana and New
Hampshire have such a law.

W ho Speaks Up fo r
M ontana ?

"Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est!'
says Lucius (Dead-eye) C laudius, crack marksman of the
X V I Cohort catapult team. “ People come from Nero and
far for Tareyton,” says Dead-eye. “ Vero, Threyton’s one filter
cigarette that really delivers de gustibus. TVy a pack and see
why the whole gang in the cohort is forum.”

I’m Reddy Kilowatt, the symbol of
your friendly Montana Power
Company. Whether it’s a company
looking for an industrial site, or a
family looking for a vacation site,
1 speak up for Montana! At the
drop of a hat.
And I'm mighty proud of it. too!

Tareyton
DUAL FILTER

THE MONTANA
POWER COMPANY
8 — MONTANA KAIM IN * *

PURE WHITE
ROUTER BITER
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Ph. LI 9-9945
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Nutter Says

Citizens Can Solve Delinquency
Because They Know Children
By DONNA WILSON
Montanans can solve state ju
venile delinquency problems bet
ter than the federal government,
because they understand their own
children best, Gov. Donald G. Nut
ter told the state Steering Com
mittee for Children and Youth
Nov. 9 in Helena.
“ I don’t believe we have to

For Good
Home-Cooked
Food
Downtown

call on the graduates of Harvard
—not that I’m criticizing graduates
of Harvard—to tell us about our
juvenile delinquency problems,”
he said. “ I’d like to have Mon
tana demonstrate we can run this
show.”
The recently organized Commit
tee is part of Montana’s activity
since the national 1960 White
House Conference on Children and
Youth. The White House Con
ferences have been called by the
President of the United States
every 10 years since 1900 to ana
lyze problems facing youth.
District Judge Sidney G. Stew-

THE HUB CAFE

THE MIGHTY MIDGET
K a im in Classifieds

(Formerly Dorothys)
Across From Missoula
Hotel

Try Our Delicious
Chinese Chicken or Pork
Noodles
also
Italian Spaghetti
Great for Evening Snacks

— OPEN —
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Closed Sundays

Union 76 Station

Lose something? Find some
thing? Need something? Want
to buy something?

Full Time Mechanic

The Frenchman9s Corner
Selected Used Cars

1313 W . Broadway

W . L . (Frenchy) Adams
Owner
Bus. Ph. LI 3-3945
Res. Ph. LI 9-2088

art, Anaconda, outlined a program
used in Anaconda to help curb
juvenile delinquency. In this pro
gram children and parents study
the problems of youth crime, in an
effort to make it better understood
by the whole community.
“Juvenile delinquency can’t be
cured by conferences, committees,
and resolutions,” Judge Stewart
told the committee.
A nine-member Youth Panel is
the core of the Anaconda program.
Last year’s pane! spoke before
many organizations, including the
National Council of Juvenile Court
Judges in San Francisco. Judge
Stewart said that at the end of the
presentation the 276 judges gave
a standing ovation to the Anaconda
youths.
Students applying for member
ship on the panel are required to
submit essays on how they would
handle specific juvenile cases if
they were the judges. Judge Ste
wart said about 150 applications
were received last year, and ap
proximately 400 are expected this
year.
The first action of the Steering
Committee will be to organize pro
grams in every, county in the state
similar to the one in Anaconda. A
county chairman will be appointed
in each county.
Gov. Nutter commended com
mittee members for their immedi
ate action. He said Montana is in
an enviable position because of this
new approach to juvenile delin
quency.
“ I believe in a self-help pro
gram,” he said. “ We can take care
of our own youth, and we don’t
have to go to Washington to do
it.”
Members of the Steering Com
mittee are: chairman, Daniel Dykstra, Helena; District Judge Sid
ney, Anaconda; Mrs. Harry Roe,
Billings; Dr. Walter B. Spaulding,
Great Falls; Walter E. Hettrick,
Big Sandy; Fred P. Heyn, Billings;
Rev. Ellis Martin, Columbia Falls;
Katherine A. Small, Twin Bridges;
P. J. Hill, Montana State College;
and Donna Wilson, Montana State
University.
Members of the committee de
cided to concentrate on only one
phase of youth problems and do
the job well rather than to deal
Only in generalities on a number
of 'subjects.

PROMENADE HOME— Shirley Palmer, Ernie Hartley, “Mike” Gordon
and Terry Matchett promenade at one of the Royaleers’ weekly square
dances. (Kaimin Photo by Roger Zentzis)

Royaleers Began from Class
The Royaleers started as a
campus group in March, 1950,
when a$ a square dance class, they
received an invitation to perform
in Butte in the First Annual Folk
Dance Festival sponsored by the
American Cancer Society.
The instructor, Win Hunt, a call
er, suggested a double square with
16 people instead of the usual
eight. This formation is called a
Royal set, or square, from which
the group took its name.
The group had so much fun at
the festival that they formed a
club to continue having fun by
square dancing. The newly-form
ed Royaleers opened their mem
bership to other interested in danc
ing.
According to Royaleer president,
Ed Pangbum, the club offers be
ginning square dancing lessons
fall and winter quarters with em
phasis on exhibition only in the
spring quarter.
Pangburn said the Royaleers
usually put on three or more ex
hibitions a year. One of the trips
is a traditional week-end in Poi
son for a steak fry.
Among the places visited by the
Royaleers for exhibitions are Bill
ings, Great Falls, Hamilton, Hel
ena, Kalispell and Livingston.
The Royaleer’s present caller,
Hans Blaszek, a Missoula resident,
joined the group in 1958.

Because of c a 11 er Blaszek’s
supervision, Pangbum said, the
Royaleers were able to work out
many and varied patterns using
the royal.

DON’T
Give Us the Bird
This
Thanksgiving
O
O

TRY
Our Laundry and
D ry Cleaning

NEW
TABBER
SNAP
MINGS
Chinese and American
Dinners
*

Banquets Are Our Specialty
Any Time, Any Size

OPEN— Sun.-Thurs., 12-10 p.m.; Friday, 12-12; Sat., 12-3:30 a.m.

South on Highway 93

Snap up your appearance
with Arrow Tabber Snap.
Here’s a college shirt with the distinctive
tab collar minus the nuisance of a
collar button to hold the tabs in place.
The tabs snap together under the tie knot
giving you the crisp, clean “ savoir faire” look.
Tabber Snap for a change of pace in
striped oxford, white and colors.
Sanforized labeled,
fc
$5.00

-ARROW’
From the
“ Cum Laude Collection”
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Webster’s Third Is Swell,
But Ain’t Accepted by All
By PRINTER BOWLER
In the remote, distant, and rela
tively unvisited land of lexico
graphy and words, sits the G. &
C. Merriam Webster Company,
publishers of Merriam - Webster
dictionaries. Occasionally they ex
port a compilation of terminology
listing, by demand and usage of
the masses, the preferred and lessprefered language.
Final Linguistic Authority
Until recently the general stand
ard and final authority in settling
linguistic opinions was Webster’s
second edition of its International
Dictionary. In October, 1961, the
Album of the Week
N O W IN STOCK . . .

Phase 4 (4 4 4 4 ) Stereo
Pass in Review
Exotic Percussion
Percussion Around the World
Big Band Percussion

Baker’s
Music Center

O eeCViktenJ
We Specialize in

TUNE UPS
CARBURETORS
GENERATORS
STARTERS
REGULATORS
SPEEDOMETERS

company published its third una
bridged International Dictionary—
a volume that would become king
of the English language hill.
The Webster people report that
among more than 450,000 entries in
the vocabulary section are 100,000 new words or meanings.
The company also boasts a num
ber of features in the new edition.
The book contains more than 3,000
illustrations, about 1,000 synonymical word explanations in addi
tion to increased usage of ety
mologies to trace word history.
Not Above Criticism
At such expense for production
and research costs and countless
man-hours invested, one might
think the new volume to be above
criticism.
However, there has
been criticism from literary quar
ters. Most critics appear to sup
port such a statement as follows:
“People in the land of Merriam
Webster, perhaps it would be wise
to save the printing plates of your
second edition . . . just in case your
dictionary happens not to contain
the language of the people.”
Times Editorial
What is behind the criticism and
the statement?
The New York Times supports
a school of thought which con
tradicts many of Webster’s ideas
on words. They used an editorial
to illustrate such support from
which the following excerpts are
taken: (From Oct. 12 issue of the
N.Y. Times and reprinted in the
Montana Kaimin Oct. 20.)*
“A passel of double-domes at the
G. & C. Merriam Company joint
in Springfield, Mass., have been
confabbing and yakking for 27
.years—which is not intended to
infer that they have not been do
ing plenty at work—and now they
have finalized Webster’s Third
New International Dictionary, Un
abridged, a new edition of that
swell and esteemed word' book.
Acceptable English Prose?
“ Those who regard the forego
ing paragraph as acceptable Eng
lish prose will find the new Web
ster’s is just the dictionary for
them. The words in that para
graph all are listed in the new
work with no suggestion that they
are anything but standard.
“ Webster has, it is apparent, sur
rendered to the permissive school
that . . . serves to reinforce the
notion that good English is what
ever is popular.” Thus sayeth the
New York Times.
Spoken Language is the Language
At the same time, the Merriam
people maintain that the “spoken
language is the language . . . (and)

-A T -—

Auto Electric
Service
218 E. Main

LI S-5145

ELECTRIC BRAIN FLIPS
EDMONTON, Alta. (AP) — For
a month’s water, power and tele
phone service the bill a local citi
zen received seemed pretty stiff
— $10,000. Explanation: A blun
der—and not the first—by the new
electronic brain computer making
up the city’s utility bills.

correctness rests on usage.” We
can detect the opposing schools
of thought: the New Yorkers—
with a majority of the literary
critics — apparently believe that
language is intrinsic, after a fash
ion, in that there exists a proper
language derived from gradual use
over a period of hundreds of
years.
Webster, on the other hand, sup
ports the idea that seasonal slang
and colloquialisms are necessarily
part of the English language, in
addition to basic components.
New Edition at MSU
We’ll all have a chance to see
what they are talking about as
soon as the new edition arrives at
MSU. Various departments of the
University have ordered copies of
the $47.50 edition. They are ex
pected to arrive within the year.
But as fer m’self, I knowed it
shooooore enuf that them Web
ster folk was goona draw up a
book o’ words that’s proper and
fittin’ fer comon folk like us to
parley with.
And ’sides, them high-flung crit
ters in the big cities cain’t pull the
wool over our eyes by tossing big
fancy werds at us to use. But
we’ll fool ’em—we ain’t goona take
no part in’t. Yup, all this fancy
talk about univers’l communica
tion is a bunch of hogwash.
If yer to talk, jest make sure
it’s plain and simple so’s everyone
kin understand ya, like them lexicogafer folk do.

Country Cousins Explain
Their Sartorial Splendor
By JIM GOETZ
MSC Exponent
Why is MSC called a “ cow col
lege?” Is it because there have
been 17 odd petitions in the past
three years to move the bams
just a little further off campus?
Is it because our freshmen aren’t
allowed to have cars on campus
while horses are allowed any time?
Could it be because of our 5-1 ratio
here at MSC (five head of cattle
to one student). Could the reason
be that our college puts out three
times as much top-grade natural
fertilizer as any other two colleges
in the nation?
Each of these reasons could have
a bearing on the matter, but it is
clearly evident that they are not
the major reasons. Could it then
be that we have some of the
sharpest spurs in the nation? This
is clearly not the reason because
even I have a pair of sharp spurs
and yet I couldn’t be classified as
a cowboy simply for that reason.
What then is the reason for our
nickname? It all boils down, to the
way we dress. If you would roam
through the halls of a strange
college and notice that all the girls
were wearing mu-mus (or possibly
hula skirts), you would correctly
assume that you were at the Uni
versity of Honolulu.
If you
noticed that all the men at a

strange university were wearing
Kennedy buttons, you would pro
bably be roaming the hallowed
halls of Harvard. If you walked
around a campus and noticed that
most of the students were wear
ing hangovers, you would obvious
ly be on the campus of Montana
State University. If you were
walking around and happened to
notice that the students were wear
ing nothing, you could carefully
deduct that you were in the wrong
place and should get out but fast.
By the same token, if you walked
along and noticed that all the stu
dents were wearing cowboy boots
and levis, you could tell you were
at—you guessed it—good ole MSC.

Happy Henry’s
Cafe
Drop in to see us. W e
give the happiest service and the best food
in town.

MSU DONATES S1.200
The World University Service
received $1,200 in donations from
Montana State University in 195960 to help needy foreign colleges.

OPEN A L L NIGHT

Palace Hotel

Arrow introduces

A new Tab collar
Give your neckline a lift with the Tabber Snap
collar so ingeniously contrived it takes only
seconds to adjust the tabs under the tie knot.
Smart for college men who want a distinctive
collar change and true comfort. See us for a com
plete Arrow selection of shirts, ties, underwear.

403 N. Higgins

CHECKS FOR GRIZZLIES
YOURS

When you think . . . FIRST

STUDENTS
Only one week left to save your
brand. Round up those packages.

Marlboro

Remember— Contest closes
Friday, Dec. 1

a

Another “first” from the First. Special
Montana State University checks for stu
dents and faculty. Individual. . . different
. . . get your supply now! Free with regu
lar accounts. 25 for $2 on “FIRSTCHECK”
checking accounts.

Turn packages in to . . .

Mike Dishman
at the book store no later than
5 p .m .
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Official Hockey Team Grows
From Few Players, Small Rink
Hockey on the MSU campus is
a fledgling sport compared with
football, basketball and baseball.
Not until 1958 did MSU have its
first official hockey team. Form
erly hockey was only evident when
a handful of players practiced in
shinny fashion on the local rink.
Shinny is hockey played in a
haphazard manner.
In the fall of 1958 three Cana
dian students, Cam McCallum, Ed
Sibbald and Dennis Graham, de
cided that the possibilities for an
organized hockey team looked good
and attempted to arouse interest
on campus.
Their first task was to find a
faculty adviser i n t e r e s t e d in
hockey. They found Dr. Harold
Chatland of the mathematics de
partment an avid supporter. Dr.
Chatland was a tremendous help
in getting things rolling.
Ice times for practices were^ ar
ranged and Dr. Chatland refereed
the scrimmages.
The workout
times were 10 p.m. to midnight,
Monday through- Thursday.
Coaching was the next problem
to overcome. One of the more
experienced players handled the
coaching chores for the first weeks.
After searching for a coach, the
club found Sam Elphanson, a na
tive of Winnipeg, Canada.
That year the Bruins played
four games. They lost their two
opening games to the Great Falls
Americans but evened their record
with wins over Montana State
College Bobcats and the Montana
School of Mines.
The 1959-60 season saw the
Bruins begin play without Mr.
Elphanson. Due to a job transfer,
he was not available. Again the
club was forced to look to-one of
the players for coaching.
Practices were held on the
campus ice rink which is half
regulation size. Again the work
out times were 10 p.m. to midnight
NOW SHOWING

The Tempest

LE MANS
BY

Pontiac

during the week. With the campus
ice rink inadequate in size, the
Bruins were forced to play all their
games on the road, relying on gate
guarantees from the local clubs.
Gate guarantees covered traveling
expenses—gas, food and lodging.
To open the 1959-60 season the
Bruins traveled to Great Falls to
tangle with the Americans. This
time they fared a little better by
tying the first game 6-6 but drop
ping the second 12-3. The MSC
Bobcats and the Montana School of
Mines were the victims of MSU
victories. These w i n s gave the
Bruins the Montana Inter-Colle
giate Hockey Championship for
1959-60.
The 1960-61 season opened with
the Bruins, through a financial ap
propriation from ASMSU, acquir
ing uniforms — pants, sweaters,
socks and goaltender equipment.
In the past two seasons the club
wore football jerseys with the re
maining items of equipment sup
plied by each player.
Last season the number of games
expanded to include games with
the University of British Columbia
(Vancouver), Gonzaga and Salt
Lake City. There were no home
games as in past seasons. After
dropping the opening series to
their Great Falls rivals, i^he Bruins
went on to finish the season with
a 5-3 win-loss record.
Last weekend the Bruins opened
the 1961-62 season with a twogame series in Great Falls against
the Americans. With only two ice
workouts the club was outplayed
by the Americans and lost both
games. The Great Falls Ameri
cans are the only U.S. entry in the
Big Six League which includes
Lethbridge, Taber, Coleman and
two teams from Calgary.
The team hopes that the MSU
ice rink will be in operation after
Jan. 1 and that the Bruins will be
able to get in some needed ice
time. The team hopes that the
rink will be extended to regulation
size or that the Field House facili
ties will include a hockey rink.
Until such a time MSU students
and Missoula sport fans will not
have an opportunity to watch ice
hockey—which is called by many,
the fastest and most exciting spec
tator sport in the world.

Catch-All Committee Ponders Multitudinous Concerns
Planning Board, a Central Board
committee which in turn has 13
subcommittees, gathered Friday
and directed attention toward mat
ters as various as Kaimin policy
and freshman beanies.
Select comments of the Plan
ning Board members:

Tom Farrington: “ When I was a
sophomore in 1952, Dean Ford
(former journalism dean) called
me into his office and warned me
there would be no other school
paper on campus besides the Kai
min.”
Douglas Chaffey: “Freedom of

Ray Young, ASMSU business
manager, said that applications
are available at the Lodge desk
for persons interested in being
business manager of the coming
MSU play “ Street Scene.” He
urges that interested persons
apply as soon as possible.

Drive Safely
going home for
Thanksgiving!

W e want to talk to

Snow’s A & W

you, not read

on the 93 Strip

AT

OLNEY’S

The Montana Kalinin will again
ran classified ads free of charge
for persons wishing rides or riders
daring the holidays. Ads may be
brought to the Kaimin business of
fice and will run for four days.
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Orders of $3 or over
delivered FREE within a
2-mile radius. Call LI 9-1697

Hank & Roger’s

Phillips 66

8-inch pizzas $ .75 to $1.00
12-inch pizzas $1.20 to $1.75

631 S. Higgins

Check your opinions against L*M’s Campus Opinion Poll *12

O Are there too few or too many
intellectuals in high government posts?

□ Toq few'

4 cyl.—4 speed
Bucket Seats

the press is a privilege, not a
right.”
Kent Price: “ When this guy
came from Africa, he should have
been covered by a sociology major
instead of a Kaimin reporter.”
David Browman: “Didn’t we
start out to abolish (freshman)
beanies?”

0

□ Too many

Is it wrong for a
faculty member to
date a coed?

0 What gives you the
most smoking pleasure
in a filter cigarette?

□

Quality tobacco

O Quality filter

FLOW ERS
B Y W IR E

Not going home for Thanksgiving ?
Wire flowers to your family and
your holiday host.
C A LL IN YO U R ORDER N O W !

LI 3-6628

GARDEN CITY FLO R AL
119 North Higgins

□
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□

NO

□

Both

Expect more, get more, from IfM
T h e re 's a ctu a lly more
rich-flavor leaf in L&M
than even In some un
filtered cigarettes. You
get more body in the
blend, more flavor in the
smoke, more taste
through the filter. So get
L o ts M o re fro m filte r
sm oking with L&M . . .
the cigarette that smokes
heartier as itdraws freely
through the pure-white,
modem filter.
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AT 100 COLLEGES VOTED!
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L&M’s the filter cigarette for people who really like to smoke.
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Coonrod Says Venture Issue
Not Censorship, But Policy
By JOHN BARBER
Robert W. Coonrod, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, dis
cussed the censorship of a Ven
ture story at the Montana Forum
meeting Friday.
Mr. Coonrod stated that it was
a case of personal policy rather
than one of censorship.
Faculty members are entitled to
academic freedom, he said, but this
freedom is subject to responsibil
ities that a teacher has to his pro
fession and to the institute where
he is teaching.
Mr. Coonrod cited a 1940 state
ment of principles on academic
freedom by the American Associa
tion of University Professors. This
statement divides academic free
dom into three categories: aca
demic freedom in research, in the
classroom, and as a citizen.
A teacher is entitled to freedom
in research and in the publication
of the results of that research, sub
ject to the adequate performance
of his other academic duties.
A teacher is entitled to freedom
in the classroom on matters relat
ing to his subject, but should avoid
all controversial matter which has
no relation to his subject, the state
ment says.
A teacher is entitled to freedom
as a citizen, but his special posi
tion in the community imposes
special obligations. Asi a man of
learning and an education officer,
he should remember that the pub
lic may judge his profession and
his institution by his utterances.
Hence he should at all times be

accurate, should exercise appropri
ate restraint, should show respect
for the opinions of others, and
should indicate that he is not an
institutional spokesman, according
to the statement.
But, Mr. Coonrod said, the policy
is vague and can be interpreted in
many ways. This is where the
problem lies.
When pressed for further de
tails, Mr. Coonrod said that he had
made statements to the editor of
the Kaimin, officers of ASMSU,'
Leadership Camp, and the Ad
visory Council; and declared that
he would make no further state
ments.
Mr. C o o n r o d also questioned
Forum members about the purpose
and organization of Forum.

Lonesome Pseudo University Coed Writes Home to Mother
Dear Mumsy-Wumsy,
I am ardently looking forward to
coming home and seeing you dur
ing the Thanksgiving vacation—
that is, if they give me a parole
from my recent campus.
I have been studying real well on
weekends lately—I have to, they
won’t let me leave my room. I
only have 309 hours of my campus
left, and if I don’t goof up I may
be able to stay out past 7:30 on
weekends by spring quarter.
School is really swell. They
have this new drink up here—it
is called beer, and it is really good.
My roommate is done with her
campus and can go out nights now
and she brings me a bottle every
now and then. I figured it out the
other night, and I should make at
least $25 when I turn the bottles
back for the deposit.
There is this one girl down the
hall who is just a barrel of laughs
and other things. Her name is

Hortense Dyrtt, and we all get a
kick out of her stories. She is
much more mature than the rest of
us. She sure spends a lot of money
at the Health Center for penacylin
though.
*
Our housemother did the cutest
thing the other night. She sus
pected some of the girls of smok
ing opium in one of the rooms and
tried to sneak in through the tran
som and got stuck. We all had a
real good laugh.
My grades should be pretty good
this quarter as it is a good thing
to have good grades. I haven’t
found any of my classes yet, but
otherwise I am doing fine.
Funwise it is pretty difficult
to do anything real fun when you
have to stay in your room from
4 p.m. until 8 a.m., but I am hoping
to have another good night like
we did last Saturday. A bunch of
boys sneaked into the dorm, in
cluding Herby Smuts, who is real

cute except for the ear he lost in
a panty raid last year. Herby and
I got together and had a real fun
time running up and down the
halls and yelling until a junior
sponsor took him away from me
and into her room.
Well, I have to go to J-Council
now, so I will finish. See you soon.
Love,
Hermione
‘PEACE PARK’ PLANNED

OTTAWA (AP) — The Ottawa
Pilot Club plans to establish a
“ Peace Park” in honor of the late
Dag Hammarskjold.
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No Nomenclature
Means No M oney
LONDON (A P)—A British cou
ple complained recently that Prin
cess Margaret’s delay in naming
her baby cost them money.
Tony Large and his wife Mar
garet Rose not only have the same
first names as the princess and
her husband, Anthony ArmstrongJones, how Lord Snowdon. The
Larges also have a new son, born
on the same day as the royal
baby.
The Larges naturally want to
name their son after young Vis
count Linley, the title the prin
cess’ baby acquired at birth. But
the princess has given no indica
tion of when she’ll reveal the full
name her son will be given. And
until the Larges register their
baby by its full name, they can’t
collect $2.45' a week in govern
ment family allowances.
They also can’t collect an $84
tax rebate until they register the
baby’s birth under its name.
Tony Large is a railroad signal
man and gets $42 a week.

COLLEGE SPECIALS

We*re Winter-Tire Headquarters for

Goodyear 3-T Suburbanites

Blizzards of Bargains!

G oodyear

—

i

Never Lower Priced!

All Sizes

6.70 x 15 Black Rayon Tube Type
plus tax and old tire off your car

Suburbanite Retreads

Goodyear Road Hazard Guarantee

W alnut Shell or Regular Rubber

A L L N E W G OO DYEAR AU TO TIRES ARE
G U ARANTEED N ATIO N -W ID E

Used
W inter Tire Bargains
up
While T h ey Last!
"AT
A

1.

Against normal road hazards— i.e., blowouts,
fabric breaks, cuts— except repairable punc
tures. Limited to original owner for number
of months specified.

2.

Against any defects in workmanship and ma
terial without limit as to time or mileage.

Any Goodyear tire dealer (over 60,000 in all 50 states)
will repair tire without charge, or make allowance on
new tire based on original tread depth remaining and the
current “ Goodyear price."

T should know
U this man —
HIS NAM E IS

* / . Lyle Denniston
AND HE MAY HOLD THE KEY
TO YOUR

FUTURE FIN A N C IAL
SUCCESS!

CALL OR W RITE

J. Lyle Denniston
911 Canyon Gate Drive—LI 9-2648
Representing
NEW YORK LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

12 — MONTANA KAIMIN

g o o d / year
MUELLER TIRE COMPANY
“ Western Montana’s Tire Center”
130 W est Broadway

Tuesday, November 21, 1961

Ph. L I 9-2363

